BATTLE        LORD VISHNU AND VEERABHADRA
Lord Vishnu could not tolerate Veerabhadra's treatment of Saraswati Devi and
Agni Deva. He therefore got astride his Garuda, armed as he was with Conch,
Discus and Bow and Arrows, and rushed out to give battle to Veerabhadra to the
great joy of all the scared assembly of victims. He immediately rained powerful
arrows at his foe from all directions. Angered all the more by this quite unexpected
attack, Veerabhadra also climbed a chariot and retaliated by sending fiery arrows in
the direction of Vishnu. Thus started, they went on exchanging many a mighty astra
and sastra as though two wild and mad elephants were at war; and the three worlds
trembled with their movements; their mutual shouts of anger and wrath raised a
thunderous din that filled the directions with rolling echoes. Both used celestial
weapons - one upon the other; but none of them was affected in the least though
they struck .awe into the hearts of the onlookers and shook the three worlds. Both
were equally matched and both were adept and quick with their hands and weapons
in offensive and defensive. Keenly watching the fierce duel and thinking that
Veerabhadra might come out victorious, Brahma decided to become the charioteer
of Veerabhadra. Taking charge of the chariot instantly, he steered it ever so skillfully
that Veerabhadra, though angry at first , soon became reconciled and even
appreciative on beholding the expert manner in which Brahma conducted the many
intricate manoeuvres of the chariot. Continuing the duel, Veerabhadra showered
multiple weapons of tremendous power at Vishnu who retaliated with equal might.
Thus proceeded a long-drawn-out battle between the mighty son of Pinakini and
Sarangapani, filling the three worlds with amazement; causing earth-quakes,
typhoons, hurricanes, floods, gales and storms and outbreaks of fire. The firmament
reverberated with dire thunder and lightning. At last, discovering that it was
impossible to subdue Veerabhadra by any ordinary methods, Janardhana decided
to take his life once and for all by using his invincible Discus-Sudrasana-feared in
all the worlds for its efficacy. So, twirling it around his right index finger, he let loose
the mighty Sudarsana and it roared into the intervening space with such tremendous
momentum and acceleration that it flew cleaving the air with incandescent jets of
flame spouting off tangentially from its thousand revolving teeth. Seeing Vishnu's
Discus approaching him thus, Veerabhadra coolly opened his vast mouth and
swallowed it at one gulp; and was none the worse for it.
Lord Vishnu was astonished at this miracle and was filled with admiration for
Veerabhadra. Instantly he flew to his side in great ecstasy and praised his erstwhile
opponent thus: " 0 Veerabhadra Mahavira! There is none to equal you here nor in
the seven worlds! None can now stop you from punishing the wicked thougtiess
Daksha. You were born of the body of Shiva himself to punish these evildoers; and
I see that none can oppose you nor come in your way. Who is there to stand equal
to you in might and strength, when my invincible discus-which is capable of powdering
a diamond-hard mountain - has not made a scratch on you! It has disappeared into
your body now, and seems as though it had never existed! It is a wonder how you
swallowed this all-destructive and upto-now invincible discus as though it were a
ball of sweet! There is none to oppose you now. you may punish Daksha to your
heart's content. Daksha, the enemy of Sankara, caused his own daughter to burn
herself; and must certainly now meet his own doom. Rudra has sent you to chastise
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